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1. INTRODUCTION.

There is a large literature on nonlinear singular integral equations with Hiibert and Cauchy kernel

and on related nonlinear Riemann-Hilbert problems for analytic functions, cf. the monograph by

Pogorzelski [9] and the other by Guseinov A. I. and Mukhtarov Kh. Sh. [5].
As it is well known, linear singular integral equations ofCauchy type have important applications

in hydrodynamics and in the theory of elasticity. Also nonlinear singular integral equations of Cauchy

type and related nonlinear Riemann-Hilbert problems are encountered in various problems of

continuum mechanics. Many important boundary value problems for partial differential equations of

elliptic type can be transformed into the generalized Riemann-Hilbert-Poincare problem, cf. Vekua

[11] and Mikhlin et al. [6].

Now, Consider a simple closed smooth Jordan curve ? with equation t-- t(s), 0<_ s _</’, where s-arc

coordinate accounts from fixed point and -length ofthe curve. Dentoe by D+ and D" the interior and

exterior of y respectively and let the origin be 0eD+- Denote by Yo the unit circle with center at the
origin and let yo and y be the interior and exterior Of?o respectively. Consider the conformal

mappings C(w) from ? onto D" such that C(oo)=o, lim C(w) w-l> 0 and A(w) from y- onto D+

such that A(oo)=0.
Consider the following nonlinear singular integral equation (NSIE)

(P(y))(t) q’(t, y(t), Bk(t, y())) f(t), ey (i.I)

where P(t, u, v), k(t, , u) and fit) are continuous functions on the domains

D={(t,u,v) tey, u, v e(-oo, oo)},

D=(t,x,u,);t,ey ue(-oo, o,))
and on y respectively; The singular integral.

1. f k(t,x,y(x))dxBk(t,x,y(x))
z-t

is a Cauchy principle value and y (t) is unknown function.
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REMARK. The integral Equation (I. 1) is equivalent to the following Riemann-ltilbex problem
Find a holomorphic fmmtion w(z) u(z) + v(z), z x + y, in y,*, which is continuous in y/ + y and

satisfies the boundary condition T(t, u(t), v(t)) f(t) on y, (cf. Pogorzelski [9], Woifersdorf 12])
DEFINITION 1.1. We denote by (0.] to be the set of all continuous monotonic increasing

functions defined on (0,- such that iim q)(8) 0 and (p(5)5 is nondecreasing functio,

Consider the Holder space
Hq(y)={ y(t); ey o(y,i)=

with the norm

where

max

5>0

]Y(tl)-Y(t2)l-0(tp((5))

Ilyll, Ilyll,, + up (y’ 5)

IlylJ=,,, max ly(t)l and q)(iS) belongsto (D(0,].
We denote by H,,I(D and I-I,q,l(Dl) to be the spaces of all functions T(t, u, v and k(t, x, u)

which satisfy the following conditions:

IW(t,u,vl)- v(t:, u:,z)l <- c(q)(It- t21)+lu,- u21 +lVl- v2 I) (I 2)

Ik(t, xt,u )- k(t2, 2,u2 )l -< c2 ((P([tl- t2[)+ ([xl- 21)+lul- u21) (I .3)

respectively, where (t.,u,v,) eD,(t.,x,,v.) eDl, t,,x. ey, c are constants, (i=1,2), and (p,(p tn

e
,(0,1.

In the works of Gorlov [4] and Musaev [7], the collocation method is used to find an approximate

solution for some classes ofNSIE in the Holder space I-Iu(y (0<ct<l).
In the works of Saleh et al. [10], the N$IE (l.l) with positive index (.>0) is solved by the Newton

Kantorovich method in the subspace:

q)(y)={yHq)(y); ,xm-ly(x)dx:0, m=l,}
ofthe Holder space H(?).

In the present paper we shall study the application ofcollocation method to the solution ofNSIE
(1.1) with a positive index in Holder space I-I(?).

For this purpose we have to introduce the following:
Llt,ll’lh 1.2,(ee [10]) Let the functions q(t,u,v) and k(t,x,u) belong to I-Iq,,,(D) and I-,q,,(D)

respectively, then the operator P(y) has Frechet derivative at any point yeI-I(y) and its derivative has

the form:

(P’(y)h)(t) W(t,y(t),Bk(t; ,y( )))h(t)+W(t,y(t),Bk(t,.,y(.)))B(k’, (t, ,y()) h(t)) (1.4)

moreover it satisfies Lipschitz condition

liP’( Y P’(Y2 )ll -< M ]]Yl Y2 I1
< r where M is a constant.in the sphere S(yo,r) [[y y

The derivative P’(y) in (1.4) can be written in the form"

Loh a(y,t)h(t) +
b(y’t)
n J h(x)dx + ] n(t,x,y(x))h()d f(t)

c(y,t)

where;

a(y,t) T (t,yo(t),Bk(t, ,Yo(.))),

b(y,t)= T (t,yo(t),Bk(t,.,yo(.))) k(t,t,yo(t))
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c(y,t) q, (t,yo(t),Bk(t,.,yo()))
and

k (t,,yo (x))- k (t,t,yo (t))H(t,z,y(z))
:-t

for some initial value Yo Hgo(y), where, the ction denotes to the partial derivative of the

ction (t, u, v th respect to u

From conditions (1.2), (I.3) and Muselishvifi [8], see also [5], the follhg lemma is alid

LEMMA 1.3. Let k(t,x,u) H,o.,I(D) d h(t) H(y) then the nction

0(t) y k(t’x’u(x))-k(t’t’u(t))h()dx
nl x

belongs to e ace H(y)de foog equafity is tree

II0 I; h I
where c3 is a pofite conat dependent ofh (t).
TREOREI.,.(see [10])Let the conditions of Le 1.2 be tisfied, Y0 H()and IIt- o

d P(y.) gthen, h=uMg<- drr=g(1-(l-2h )h theEquation(i 1)

has a que solution y* the sphere S(y ,r2) to wNcg the modred Neon’s method converges

with the rate of convergence determined as follows:

Ily" _y,[ _< (1-x/l-2h2 )n

2. COLLOCATION METHOD.
Now, we seek an approximate solution ofEquation (1.1) in f(?) in the form

yn,x(l t)= n-g -g-Ik=o Ylktk +k=-n rlktk, n > g (2.1)

where the coefficientslk are defined from the system ofnonlinear algebraic equations (SNAE)

W(tj, yn,z(rl, tj), Bk(tj,., yn,x(rl,.))) f(tj)

where
2i

tj exP(2(n_ X)+ j) j=0, 2(n- X).

Consider the (2(n-x)+ 1)- dimensional spaces E and EZ)with norms

II1)- [[Yn,: (rI,.

and

j;k q)(ltj- tkl)’
respectively, 0, 2(n X ), where

rl (i-n,-.., l-g-l,10, qn-g) eE
U=(Uo U2(n-x)) E2).

Introducing the operator
(1) . (2)Pn (rl) (P-n+,n () Pn-x,n (q)); Ego Ego

where

Pj,, (rl) (tj,y,,x (rl,ta),Bk(t,.,yn, (q,.))), j =-n+z n-x

(2.2)
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can ,or, night the NNAE (2 2) in the operator form

P. (rl) f (2.3)

vhee

f= f(t), O, 2(n

Consider, now the coordinates ofthe vector q(o) (rico)_, ,’)-x-,.,o’(),..-, rl 1,,_ from E these are the

Fourier coefficients of the function yo ,(7)that is

(o)= jrlj 2i
y (A(w))w-J-dw j= 0,n-

and
(2.4)

co)q 3,, Yo (C(w))w--ldW, j -n,-x 1.

Moreover the function yo ,(7)satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4 Analogous to Lemma 1.2,

the following lemma is valid.

LEHM^ 2.1. Let the conditions ofLemma 1.2 be satisfied, then the operator Pn is ditterentiable in

the sense of Frechet at the arbitrary point
X

moreover,

P (x)h (P_’a.n(x)h P_’z_l.n(x)h,P.n(x)h P,_z..(x)h)

where h (h_.,...,h_z_.ho,...,h_) E and

Po(x)h q (t,y.x(x,t),Bk(t,.,y,.x(x,.)))y.x(h,t)+

q, (t,y.z(x,t),Bk(t,.,y.z(x,.)))B(k’ (t,.,y.z(x,.))y.x(h,z)), O,2(n-x)

The derivative (x) satisfies Lipschitz condition in the sphere S.(o)(r) of the space E

]]Pn X

where x ,x: S,(o) (r’)and M’ is a constant depends on r’, l() and the function q.

We shall show that the system of linear algebraic equations (SLAE):

P (rl’)h g (2.5)

has the unique solution h E") for an abitrary g (g,,.

For this aim, we consider the SALE:
b(yo,t y. (h Z)dxa(Yo,t)Yn,(h,t) +f .x +
i z

c(y’tJ (2.6)+ j’vs(t x y )Yn, (h,z)dz=g(tj), j-O,2(n-x)
nl j’’ o

corresponding to (by collocation method the singular integral equation

b(y’t ) -:tx c(y’t) (2.7)a(y’t)y(t)+--m x-
+

ri fH(t,X,yo (x))y(x)dx=g(t)
According to the collocation method, we seek an approximate solution ofEquation (1.5) in D.(y)

in the form:

h.,
where the coefficients Pk are defined from the SLAE
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)Xk=o[3kt, +(a(y tj(a(y t,)+b(y t,) n-x )-b(y,t ))X-’[3kt +

c(y,t) w,- (2 8)+ jv H(t,, x, y(z))=-,1 13kZ fit= f(t,), j=0, -v(n%)_
THEOREM 2.2.Let a(y,t), b(y,t), and f(t) (by all arguments) belong to H,0(), aZ(y,t)-b:(y,t):x0, o,i

the index , ind(a(y, t) + b(y, t)) > 0 and the operator P’(7)has a linca, inxe, se in H, ()’),

then for all n>max(n X),

no=min{nelN en=dq(- )ln(n-))<l},

the system (2.8)has the unique solution and the approximate solution

wn-h,z k---v te7

of Equation (1.5) converges to its exact solution h*, moreover

" n-
Here and below d d2 are constants do not depend on n.

PROOF. From Gakhov [3] and [5, 8] we shall write equation (1.5) m D.v(), in th lb,Tn.

Lh Eh + Gh q (2.9)

where

(Eh)(t) V- (t)h+ (t)- W+tXh- (t),

(Gh)(t) Q(t)c_(y,t) H(t,x,y(x))h(x)dx

Q(t)= v-(t) q(t) Q(t)f(t), (2 I0)
a(y,t) + b(y,t)

V (t)(a(y,t) + b(y,t)) V (t)t-x (a(y,t)- b(y, t)),

V(z) exp(F(z)) and F(z)
a(y x)- b(y,x) dx

:--Jr In [x -x
a(y + b(y,x) x z

Moreover, E is linear and G is completely continuous from f2o (y)into l-(y). Denote by

Xn,x={h n,x h+.x h.x to be the (2(n-)+l)-dimensional subspace ofthe space fo(y) where

h x
-x-’Zk=_n 3

Let P.,x be the projection operator into the set of interpolation pol3momials ofdegree n-X; with

respect to the collocation points t, j 0,2(n- X),then the system (2.8) can be written in X,,x as a

linear operator

La.z, hn.z E,.zh,a, +G..h,,.z q,. (2.11
where

E.,xh,x P,xEh.,x, G.,xh,x P,xGh.,x and q.x P..xq
Now, we determine the difference: Lb.,x L.,x.h.,x X.,x in Ho(7 from (2.9)-(2. 1) we have

Lh.,x-L,,xh.,x=(-h _W+tXh )-p (q)-h -+tXh
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x h- +g g n.x )h,,.x (t t,x )t ,,. g ’.x h,,.x

-q+ xh- -P,,.x(q -t +tXh- )+

+ (Gh,, Gn,xhn, (2.12)

where

is the poloal ofboapprobation to the tion - th degree not exceed-

g x and W,h=a+ =,+tXhx is a poloal ofdegree notexceeding, n-z. rom (2.12) we

have

L, L,h=, (I- P,,)[(- ,)h (+ a)th](O O,,,h,). (2.13)

From [3.81"

and as was mentioned by Dzyedyk and Gabdulkhaev [2] we obtain

en taking into accots that P,x

Wn,x (d4 In (n-x))( )llh=, ll.
Let s..x (t) be the poloal ofbegoapprobation to e ction

s(t) Q(t) c(y,t). H(t,,y())h,x ()d,

then we have

and for arbitrary hn,z E Xn,z we obtain

(2.15)

< (d6 In(n- z))q( )llh=,xln-x
Then from (2.13)-(2.15) we have

IlLho.-L.,ho.ll <(d In (n-z))q(
n- X

Assume that there exists a linear bounded inverse operator L Hq, (?) -q(?). Since

Loh=Q-Lh, then the operator-L has a linear inverse, also from [21 and byvirtue of(2.16),(for
sufficient large n, n >_ max (n X)), the operator L= has a linear inverse, moreover

where

Now, for the right parts of(2.8) and (2.11) we have

llq-q=ll _< (dIn(n- z))w( )llfll -< dgw( )In(n- m). (2.18)n-x n-x
Then by Theoreml.2 [2], and the inequalities (2.16)-(2.18) for the solution h*ofEquation (1.5) and
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the al)p,oximate solution h, we obtain

h* -h"
q,
< d,op(--

and the theorem is proved

From theorem 2 2 there exists the number

---) In (n Z)
n-x

n,, m,n {n elN e. d,,p( )In(n-x)<

such that for arbitrary n> ma>(no,Xj the SLAE (2.6)has the unique solution h" =th...,h_l...._}
and the following inequality is valid:

(h ,.)-y (.) _<d,( )ln(n-z)
n-

where y* el2,0 () is the unique solution of(2.7). Now, consider the operator

Ln (yo)h (Lo (yo)h L(n-x> (yo)h)

where
b(y y.x(h,z),Lj..(yo)h=a(y0,tj)y,,,x(h,tj)+ j +

c(y ,tt
+. N(t,,yoty.(h,ld,

en we obtain

L,,(y,,)h-l(,l’)h] a(y,,,t,)-a(y(n’,t),t]y(t, +yo,t,)-y(n(),t,),t,)lx

Taking into accounts that:

we have

UL,,(y,,)_p,(rlO))][;,,_E;, <d,4q )In(n-z). (2.19)n- X
() ()Since for arbitra n (n,,, X), ere ese bonded ear reverse operatorL :E E

then om (2.19) by Banach theorem it foows at ere es n m(no,x)hthat for

bitra n n e ear opermor P has bonded verse,m ise SL (2.5) haseiue
) j 0,2(n- Z).o) for arbitra right sideg g(t) eEsolution h E,

us the follong theorem is proved.
THEORE" 2 3 Let fl,e coordinates ofevector q(o, (q, n,o, _(o, _,o, )bethe Fourier,-X-1 qo qn-x
coefficients ofthe nction Yo e(?) de conditions ofeorem 1.4 e satisfied d for n n,

en, ff h vM’ < 1/2 and r’ rf (1- $1 2h )’/h’e SN (2.3) has the unique

solution q*=(,...,q_ ,...,) e sphere (N(),r’)to which e foHog iteration

process converges

p(q<m), m=0,

moreover the following mequ ise

,)-,,:
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